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Spring Violets 
Or could be yellow Johnny Jump Ups 

By Peni Powell © 2008 
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Reduce or enlarge the pattern to fit your surface. 

Feel free to do what you like except for publishing. 

 

There will be no detailed instruction just palette and hints. Let’s see what you can do 

by mixing colors needed from the suggestions below. 

 

Palette: 

Americana.. Deco Art.. - Used in background for Violets. 

Reindeer Moss, Avocado 

Blending and shading from light to dark. 

 

Jansen Art Traditions: 

Hansa Yellow, Medium White, Titanium White, Napthol Red, Ultramarine Blue, Pine 

Green, Black 

 

Mediums: Jansen Art Traditions 

Glazing Medium, Extender Blending medium 

Optional: Gold leaf or  Gold acrylic 

 

Hints: 

1. A # 6 Filbert Brush and small detail brush is very useful.. To get fine lines and 

blending small areas I find using the filbert on the edge at times along with light 

coatings allowing other colors to show through gives  Violets a more realistic look. 

A small amount of both mediums is used in the color mixes  

 

2. A light coating of Glaze after each painting step is dry will not only will give more 

depth to your painting it also makes it easier to take off that booboo’s. 

 

3. Trace the outline of Leaves, Paint, Glaze, then apply the Violet pattern. 

 

4. Leaves  should fade into your background ,but be dark enough in the center to give 

a backdrop to the violets.  

 

5. Once the Violet pattern is traced, puddle dark  in center of the leaves gradually 

blending it out.. Use a transparent color mixed with Extender+Glaze medium. 

 

6. Acrylics, used to make several colors for leaves..  Make as many hues as you like 

but no less then  four. Using Hansa Yellow, Napthol Red, Titanium White  , Pine 

Green and Black. 

 

7. Undercoat the Violets, very transparently , no ridges using water+ acrylic dabbing 

in petal shapes. You should even see some of the background if applied in this 

manner. Acrylic color used Medium White. 

 

8. Once the undercoating of the Violets is dry.. Place a transparent float of Magenta 

on the violets. (make Magenta by mixing Red and Blue) to lighten add a tad of  T. 

White. Allow to dry, and glaze. 
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Violets :  

Are painted with mixes of Blue and Red.  Just like for the leaves make several hues 

from your palette. Darkening with Black, lighten with T. White.  

 

Once design has been completed, glaze, dry and puddle .Make some mud!! And apply 

around and behind, making sure the color  puddle is transparent. Go slow when 

puddling and use a filbert brush “Grin” use a bit of the Magenta too....     

 

Remember you always can add more but it is difficult to remove if you have used too 

much paint when painting leaves, Violets or puddling color. 

 

Enjoy!!  

 

Just wish I could have incorporated the lovely scent my violets give off in the garden. 

Peni 
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